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OFFICIAL

STATB FOSSILS
compiled

-

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Florida
Georgia
Indiana
Kentucky
Louisian
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Mexico
New York
North Dakota
Ohio
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Utah
Wisconsin
Wyoming

AS OF HAY.

1991

by Wally A~hby

Basilosaurus cetoides (Eocene whale)
Hammuthus primigenius (Pleistocene mammoth)
Araucarioxylon
arizonicum (Triassic petrified wood)
Smilodon californicus (Pleistooene saber-tooth oat)
Stegosaurus (upper Jurassic dinosaur)
Eupatagus antillarum (Eocene heart urchin-unofficial)
Shark tooth (no genus or species specified)
Crinoid proposed; in legislative review
Brachiopod (no genus or species specified)
Petrified palm wood
.
Pertica quadrifaria (Devonian plant)
Ecphora gardnerae (Miocene marine snail)
Dinosaur tracks
Zygorhiza kochii (Eocene whale)
Crinoid
Haiasaura (upper Jurassic dinosaur)
Hammuthus [Archidiskodon] (Pleistocene mammoth)
No state fossil (1989 State Geologists Journal listed
as Nevada's fossil the marine reptile lcthyossurus)
Coelophysis (upper Triassic dinosaur)
Eurypteris remipes (late Silurian sea scorpion)
Teredo (bored) petrified wood (Paleocen~)
Isotelus (Ordovician trilobite)
Phacops rana (Devonian trilobite)
Triceratops prorsus (upper Cretaceous dinosaur)
Allosaurus rragilis (upper Jurassic dinosaur)
Calymene celebra (OrdoviCian trilobite)
Knightia (Eocene fish)
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Fossils have been chosen for the official
gem by several states:

state stone,

rock, or

Florida--agatized
coral of Miocene age (state stone)
Michigan--Hexagonaria
percarinata, Devonian coral, commonly
known as Petosky stone (state stone)
Mississippi--petrified
wood (state stone)
Texas--fossilized
palm wood (state stone)
Washington--petrified
wood (state gem)
West Virginia--Lithostrotione11a,
Mississippian coral
(state gem)
two state "gems": Phacops

rana (Penna.); Isote1us

Dog-Day

(Ohio)

Sniglets

Fauxsi1sJ n.pl.
Artistic restorations of broken fossils such as
the Ecphorae done by Betty Cridlin.
Not to be confused with deliberate forgeries offered for sale as real fossils, such as the
"Fakeops" Phacops trilobites from Morocco.
DentitianJ n.s.
A species of the genus Fauxsi1.
A beautifullyreconstructed and artfully-painted
tooth which would have been
beach junk if not rescued by the patient artistry of a restorer.
Pa1ehotelJ n.s.
The typical el cheapo establishment frequented
by fossil hunters far from home.
Looks like it dates from the
same era as.the fossils (but still beats camping!).
Gu11y~hompJ V.i.
To trip, slide, squish, and otherwise make
extremely slow progress up the boulder-and-water-filled
glens of
small creeks in New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, while
stopping frequently to bash away at outcrops in search of rock
fossils. To go gu11y~homping (sl.).
ObfoscateJ V.i.
To make professional-looking
displays of
apparently perfect fossils, which actually possess artfully concealed nidks, cracks, and outright gouges. Obfoscation, n.s.
Kidd1es and bits, n.phr.
The stuff, mostly Turrite11as and small
teeth, contributed to be given away to small fry at the CMM
sandbox and at fossil club displays at various fossil fairs.
[Everett Wilcox's contribution to the Sniglet Hall of Fame is a
"Hadbeen--what's
left of your 4" tooth find, now only a
fragment, after having been smashed sometime in the past."
One might also call this a "fragment of the imagination."]
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REPORTS
..

1)

ON CMM FIELD TRIPS AND OTHER EVENTS

Smithsonian

Research

Expedition

In recent years, the Smithsonian Institution has run a "Research
Expeditions" program for people interested in joining scientific
field work teams connected with the Smithsonian.
Participants
pay a fee to be part of the team, and the money is used to
finance the work.
This past May 2-May 11, Dave Bohaska and I led
a group of twelve enthusiastic volunteers on a fossil collecting
trip to Miocene sites in southern Maryland.
Team members stayed
at Matoaka Cottages, where they enjoyed. Larry and Connie Smith's
hospitality and wonderful meals prepared by Rachel Starck.
We
were very fortunate with the weather--only a few brief showers
broke up the pattern of perfect days in the 70s and cool nights.
The fossil hunting itself went very well.
Team members
consistently found interesting specimens, although nothing as
spectacular as a complete skeleton.
The sites visited (in
strat~graphic order) were Fairhaven, Pope's Creek, Chesapeake
Beach, Camp Roosevelt, Scientists Cliffs, Governors Run, and
Matoaka Cottages.
Notable finds included a large block
containing a partial skeleton of an as-yet-unidentified
fish, a
portion of the braincase of a lamnid shark (very rare because
typically only teeth, not the cartilaginous parts of shark
skeletons, are preserved), a perfect large crocodile scute, some
associated turtle plates, three bird bones, several dolphin
teeth, two partial dolphin skulls, and an almost-complete peccary
humerus.
Numerous shark teeth and shells were also collected.
As is the policy with all Smithsonian Research Expeditions, the
specimens found became part of the museum's scientific
collection; in this case, they will be divided between the
Smithsonian and the Calvert Marine Museum.
The team members all
seemed to learn a lot and to have enjoyed the experience, and Dave
and I look forward to future expeditions.
Mike Gottfried,
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Tertiary

Research

CMM

Group Visitation

Members of the British-based Tertiary Research Group visited our
area in May to pillage the area between New Jersey a0d North
Carolina of all collectible fossils.
Except for a brief
encounter with Mexican food, Jim Bryant, Paul Clasby, Didier
Dutheil, Marie Cornier, Allan Lawson and Alison and David Ward
all weathered the trip quite ,well, while staying with club
members David Wells and Joan Karrie.
After they had collected along Calvert Cliffs for a few days, 1
arranged for them a tour of the Smithsonian's vertebrate paleontology collection.
Next, they visited Becky and Frank Hyne in
North Carolina and greatly enjoyed their hospitality while getting the opportun~ty to examine their collection of fossil mate-
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rial.
The UK TRG joined up with USA TRG members Bill Heim and
Gaye Williams and accompanied the CMM club into the Texas Gulf
mine.
Besides finding some fine-quality C. megalodon teeth, they
also collected some bramble shark teeth and other notable microfossils.
Once their North Carolina excursion was over, I diverted their attention to some less-than-productive
sites, including
a jaunt to Vincentown, New Jersey, in search of Paleocene cow
shark teeth rumored to be there.
Though no UK TRG members turned
any up, Dave Wells did find one, at which we got only the briefest of glimpses.
With the blessings of Don Clements and Ned
Gilmore we next ventured down a little toxic creek in Stratford,
N.J.; unfortunately,
all fled prior to finding any specimens.
We returned to Maryland to collect from the sparsely-fossiliferous Eocene of Pope's Creek, where we were joined by Donna
Richardson.
There, in addition to sand shark teeth, Paul and Jim
did manage to find an Otodus and a C. auriculatus each.
As
Allan, Jim, Didier, and Donna were parading down the beach reciting Tennyson's poetry and conversing in French, the DNR marine
police swung by and gave the group a second look (but then, who
wouldn"t have). Next, we collected from the Paleocene along the
Potomac River at Purce State Park and turned up some nice Otodus
and Paraorthacodus teeth and a recent, yet long-deceased garfish
(I'll bet Customs enjoyed the garfish).
Despite this visit, the
group vowed to return in the fall.
Bob Wiest
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Caroline

Stone Company

Quarry

On the morning of June 22, 23 CCM members drove through a
downpour, which fortunately let up just before we met at the
quarry at 10 a.m.
We were shown the quarry, from which hornblende and gneiss have been extracted, and then were escorted to
the collecting area by Dr. Ward of the Virginia Museum of Natural
History.
He showed us the cervical vertebrae and plaster-jacketed skull of a whole skeleton being excavated from the site.
Unfortunately,
the collecting site was rather small, consisting
of an exposed clay hillside about 400 feet long. The morning
rain had wiped the slate clean, so to speak, for our group,
exposing many bone fragments and small teeth in the Aquia, Nanjemoy, Calvert, Choptank, and Eastover formations.
But after the
first hour or so, the surface was pretty well picked over and
most of us were chipping away at the strata, with the majority
preferring the Calvert.
Many small sharks' teeth and numerous
Carcharodon teeth were found, although the state of preservation
was generally poor--and was perhaps inversely related to the size
of the tooth (I found three C. megalodon teeth, the largest of
which was four inches but was also broken down the middle!).
Picking and chipping were made more difficu.lt by the fact that
not all of us brought proper equipment, and because large, hard
stones were embedded in the matrix.
However, it was a most
interesting site and I plan to go again.
Everett
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Wilcox

ISSUES OF CONCERN

..
~

TO CMM CLUB MEMBERS

Mike Gottfried wishes to alert club members to the fact that sea
turtle strandings along the bay are fairly common during late
spring and summer.
These turtles are at least two feet long and
have "flippers" instead of distinct digits like other local turtles. IF YOU ARE OUT COLLECTING AND FIND AN INJURED OR DEAD SEA
TURTLE, PLEASE CALL THE MUSEUM!! Ask for Ken Kaumeyer, John Dickson, or Mike. CMM cooperates with the Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences, which keeps records on all dead sea turtles found
in this region.
These statistics are very important in efforts
to protect sea turtles, whose numbers are declining.
PLEASE DO
NOT ATTEMPT TO REMOVE THE TURTLE OR DO ANYTHING WITH IT--these
turtles are protected, and a collection permit is required.
Elinor Cofer reports that her exhibit of "Fossils are Fun" in the
Lexington Park library was well-received.
In addition to
displays of common Miocene fossils, the exhibit included tips on
what to wear and areas where public access was available.
She
also reports that a display of 1991 beach artifacts from the
Ridge area, showing debris collected along a 200-foot section of
the bay, stimulated a great deal of concern from library visitors.
The exhibit included the ubiquitous oil cans, plastic 6pack rings, baby food jars, styrofoam cups, plastic bottles, etc.
At first glance, the shoreline appeared clean, but closer examination brought all the clutter of our civilization to light.
The
exhibits were on display during the month of June.
Important general reminder:
There have been some unfortunate
incidents recently in which CMM club members have shown
insufficient consideration either for other club members or for
those who have been kind enough to help the club.
Please
remember always to be courteous to landowners, mine managers,
secretaries, and others who are helping you obtain information or
access to sites.
Even if you think these people are not acting
in an ideal manner, remember that you represent the club and your
behavior will influence not only the club's but all amateurs'
future access to sites. Follow site rules, including not digging
in ANY privately-owned cliffs without permission.
Above all,
respect the authority of the trip leader, who is giving of his or
her time for no personal gain and who is the person immediately
responsible to the site owner for the behavior of the club.
Always stop and listen to the trip leader's directions before
proceeding to collect.
The number of available sites is decreasing, as is the number of people who
want to take responsibility for
arranging trips, partly because of
the behavior of a few who ruin collecting for everyone.
Don't be one
of them.
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*******Percy

Dovetonsils

Perverted

Poetry Corner*******

After seeing a recent special featuring Jack Horner, the famous
dinosaur-egg man, the editor could not resist writing the following.
Little Jack Horner
Sat in a corner
Digging through dinosaur dregs;
He stuck in his pick
And then, with a flick,
Uncovered some Haiasaur eggs.
* * * * * * * *
Woe Betided?

Try Tidelines

Calendars\L--------~~

How many times have you driven ten (or fifty, or a hundred)
miles to a beach site, then hiked through squishy, bug-infested
woods, only to find that your anticipated hunt is ruined by a
high tide the size of Noah's flood?
Expensive tide clocks work
only for a single location; buying local weekly papers for tide
charts is also expensive (especially if you are from the Big City
and aren"t interested in the latest features on drunken driving
accidents in St. Bacchus' County, MD). The solution:
tide calendars from Tidelines in California. This company makes tide
calendars for the entire east coast (and probably for the west
coast, too).
Each day of the year shows a wavy line indicating
the high and low tides, with a rough approximation of how high
and low the tides will be (in relation to the sun and moon; they
can't predict winds!).
In the back is a conversion chart so that
you can add or subtract the time difference for numerous sites
along a stretch of coast.
The most relevant calendars for our
area are .15, Chesapeake Bay, which includes Calvert Cliffs and
the Patuxent River, and .16, Washington D.C., which includes the
St. Mary's River and the Potomac River (both Maryland and Virginia shorelines).
Just call 1-800-345-8524; you will get a
recording, on which you should leave your name, the calendars you
want BY NUMBER AND PLACE NAME, and your VISA or Mastercard nUDberM
Or send $10.95 plus $1.50 per handling per calendar to
Tidelines, P.O. Box 431, Encinitas, CA 92024.
* * * * * * *
Volunteers Needed!
CMM is currently designing the new
paleontology exhibit, which will focus on the Miocene of southern
Maryland.
We will be conducting a visitor survey in August and
September to get some input on what our visitors want to see in
the new hall.
Volunteers are needed to help conduct the surveys.
Each shift will last two hours, and will consist of asking museum
visitors a set of questions.
Here's your chance to help as we
make plans for this exciting new exhibit.
If interested, call
Mike Gottfried at 301-326-2042.
Thanks!
THANKS TO THIS ISSUE"S CONTRIBUTORS:
WALLY ASHBY, STEVE BRADY,
DAVE WELLS, DAVE SIEGERT, MIIB GOTTFRIED, SANDY ROBERTS, BOB
WIEST, EVERETT WILCOX, AND ELINOR COFER.
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NEWS

SUMMARIES

Several
items in Science News, 10-27-90:
1) Most of the known dinosaur
coprolites
come from carnivores.
So where are the ones from plant-eaters?
A U.C.-Santa
Barbara
grad student,
Karen Chin, may have found the, ah, missing
link.
She thinks irregular
blocks of black rock from Montana,
containing
plant remains,
are the coprolites;
they could be peat
but probably
aren· t due to the arid environment
of deposition.
2) One paleontologist,
Peter Dodson of U. Penn., has estimated
that there were about 1000 dinosaur
genera.
Over the last 170
years 550 genera have been described,
6 new ones a year (401. of
all known species)
since 1970.
Given redundant
classifications, Dodson estimates
only 285 have been discovered
but that
all those that can be found will be discovered
by 2200.

&

Rochester, NY Democrat
Chronicle, 2-14-91:
An "amazingly
complete" mastodon
skeleton
was found in the glacial
till of a local
Equally
interesting
are the names of the SUNY-Geneseo
experts
involved--Drs.
Scatterday
and Anemone
(for real).

farm.

The latest evidence
for a dino-destroyWashington Post, 2-18-91:
ing meteorite
in the Caribbean
is a layer of glass spheres
(tektites) in the mountains
of Haiti. The tektites
have too much calcium (from the continental
shelf?)
to be volcanic
in origin.

Science News, 2-23-91:

Ankylosaur

142 millioA

oldest

years

An
old--the

unearthed
in Colorado
is
found by at least 20 million
years.

Washington Post, 2-24-91: Geneticists
have come to think
deception
is a major factor in successful
adaptations
("evolution
favors the fraudulent").
And "motivation
to deceive increases
directly
with intelligence."
This appears
to make ideals and
culture
into "noble lies" and would seem to suggest
that the
smarter
you are, the further down you'll end up in Dante's
hell.
Washington Post, 3-4-91:
A group calling
themselves
the Dinosaur
Society
is critical
of the way dinosaurs
are misrepresented
and
commercially
exploited
due to their popularity.
They think
commercial
ventures
should kick back some funds to the fewer than
30 active dino specialists
in N. America,
in the interest
of
better research
and more accurate
information.
A collection

Newsletter,

from the Paleontological
from Ithaca, NY:

Research

Institution

1) Two Pennsylvanian
Mazon Creek fish were stolen from Bradley
University.
If someone
tries to sell you a fish with writing
on the back ("Pit 11" or "B.U. 116"), call Merrill
Foster of
Bradley
U. in Peoria at 309-676-7611.
2)
Watch out for "Fakeops,"
pseudo-trilobites
from Morocco.
Their characteristics
include difference
in color from the
matrix,
preparation
markings
parallel
rather than perpendicular
to the specimen,
"concavities
at the tips of the tubercles
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(bumps on the head) where there should be only convexities,"
and melting if a red-hot needle is stuck into a "convexity."
3) Last July 12 Canada issued the first 4 of 16 projected
fossil stamps.
They feature a Precambrian stromatolite from
Quebec, a Cambrian trilobite (Paradoxides), a famous Burgess
Shale specimen (Opabinia) and a eurypterid (the NYS fossil).

Washington Post~ 4-9-91: Calling mammals the dominant species is
"mammalocentric," according to Edward Wilson, expert on social
insects.
Of 1,032,000 known species on earth, 73% are insects.
Washington Post~ 7-3-91: Before the Polynesians arrived on Hawaii
around 400 A.D., there were 35-odd species of birds there which
are now extinct.
Storrs Olson and Helen James of the Smithsonian
have spend 15 years crawling through lava tubes to unearth the
remains of birds which included honeycreepers, owls, hawks, and
numerous flightless birds.
Their work has helped erode the myth
that only modern man has contributed to massive extinctions;
increasing evidence shows that ancient humans and their
introduced livestock were at least as destructive.
Natural History~ 8-91: Kenneth McNamara has discovered how a
Miocene heart urchin from Australia was made extinct by an arms
race" with a boring snail of the family Cassidae.
Urchins worldwide have defended themselves from these snails by moving into
deeper waters, burrowing deeper, growing bigger, developing nastier spines, and evolving into sand dollars with impenetrable
internal support structures, but many of them were zapped anyway
by increasingly large snails.
(Take note, vertebigots:
this was
a lush feature article in a major publication.)
Summary of several news items on waterfront access rights:
Except for special deeds dated before 1862, private property
rights in Maryland can extend only to the average high-tide line.
You can legally walk, fish, crab, ground a boat, or even pull up
fencing (NOT recommended) in the water beyond that line, including at "private" beaches.
Exceptions: wharves and bulkheads are
private property (though boats can tie up at them during storms);
some counties have passed restrictions on anchoring.
According
to one DNR officer, "if [one] keeps a foot in the water, he's all
right."
In Virginia, however, the landowner owns land to a foot
beyond the low-tide mark.
Watch for blue paint on the trees in
Virginia, which means "no trespassing."
A wrinkle: the Potomac
was deeded to Maryland after the Civil War.
. so is collecting
up to high tide on the Virginia shore of the Potomac illegal??
(If in doubt about specific Maryland tide issues call the MD.
Dept. of Nat. Resources, 301-974-3765. And look carefully for
good ole landowners carrying shotguns.)

* * * * * * *
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COMING BVENTS
(NOTE:
All the CMM fossil club field trips are limited.
You must
call in on the date and time indicated--NOT BEFORE.
You may only
call in for yourself and immediate family members; "family membership" extends only to the spouse and children of a paying member.
All other friends and family must themselves be paying members and call in separately.
Only current members of both fossil
club and the Calvert Marine Museum can go on trips.
Call the museum (326-2042) if you aren't sure when your memberships expire.)
August

14-18

September

October

28

5

Strasburg, PA. Lost Dutchman Gellboree. A "00it-yourself" trip. Buy f·rom "tailgaters" and from
90 international direct-source dealers. Mineral,
gem, and fossil trips depart Wed.-Sun. at 8:30
(transport by bus; fee; reservations accepted).
Friday is "Fossil Day."
Call 717-392-6825 for
more information.
Saturday.
Langley Bluff.
Limit 20. Leaders
Steve Brady and Elinor Cofer.
Meet 9 a.m. on
west shoulder of rte. 235 opposite old rte. 235,
2.8 mi. s. of navy-base light in Lexington Park.
Miocene and Pleistocene; St. Mary's gastropods,
crabs in concretions.
Call-in Sept. 15 from 10
a.m. onward, to Steve Brady at 301-2-57=9113.
Annual Fall Meeting at Matoaka, courtesy of Larry
and Connie Smith, Matoaka Cottages, St. Leonard,
MD. (301-)586-0269. Grills available for lunch.
Come early and hunt all day; meeting at 7 p.m.,
plus wine and cheese party (bring food and drink
to share), show and tell (bring fossils, photos,
and/or slides for display, shameless or otherwise).
If you can possibly contribute to the
newsletter in the COiling year, please be there;
if we do not get enough commitments in advance
for articles there may not be a newsletter!
Warm
bodies are also needed for positions as officers.
Directions:
About 8 mi. south of Prince Frederick on rte. 4, go left (east) at Calvert Beach
Rd. sign. Go through St. Leonard.
Look for sign
on left for "Matoaka Cottages" (1 mi. from Rte.
4). Turn left at sign on dirt road; park rt. of
circle.

October

12-13

Patuxent River Appreciation Days (PRAn).
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED to work either/both days
between 10 and 5. Call Sandy Roberts (301-5861791) to volunteer.

October

26

Jones Wharf.
Limit 20. Leaders Steve Brady and
Elinor Cofer.
Meet in museum parking lot
(tentative time--9 a.m.; check when you call in).
Miocene/Choptank & St. Marys formations; chesa9

-~---------------------------------------

pectens, sand dollars, Panope, Ecphora, some
vertebrate material.
Call-in Oct. 13 from 10
a.m. onward, to Steve Brady at 301-257-9113.
November

30

Lee Creek, N.C.
Limit 40. Trip leader Steve
Brady.
Bus departs mine parking lot at 9:00 a.mj
bring a pen, and line up by the bus at 8:45 a.m.
to receive and sign release forms. Forms must be
signed before you board.
Please respect the trip
leader and the mine representatives by lining up
and signing in an orderly fashion.
Miocene
vertebrate and invertebrate remains.
Call-in is
Oct. 27,to Steve Brady at 301-257-9113.
LIFE MEMBERS OF THE CLUB, THOSE WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MATERIAL
TO THE NEWSLETTER SINCE 1-90, AND THOSE WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED
IN CMM FOSSIL CLUB FIELD TRIPS SINCE 1-90 OTHER THAN THOSE TO
LEE CREEK SHOULD CALL IN BETWEEN 10 AND 11 A.M.
OTHER CLUB
MEMBERS CALL IN AFTER 11. IF YOU CALL BEFORE 11 AND ARE NOT
ON THE LIST OF THOSE NAMED ABOVE, YOU WILL BE PUT ON THE
WAITING LIST.

December

1

Harleyville, S.C. Giant Concrete Quarry Limit 20.
For those who want to go on from Lee Creek--Ieave
mine on Sat. afternoon, drive 5 1/2 hours further
south, stay near quarry overnight.
Meet at
service station near quarry at 7 a.m. Sunday and
stay all day.
Bring pick and shovels.
Eocene
limestone, Oligocene Cooper marl, reworked
Miocene, some Pliocene and Pleistocene.
Call-in
is same day and time as Lee Creek (see above).
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